
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CUPERTINO, Calif. - April 8, 2010 UTC - Makers of double-platinum iPhone app, Ski Jump, seeks

out quickest fingers in new game, Card Dealer

Renderpaz Studios, makers of the hit iPhone app, Ski Jump Lite, which has been downloaded more

than 2 million times since its release in March 2009, lets you test how fast and accurately you can

swipe virtual playing cards into multiple targets in their follow-up game, Card Dealer, which

launched today on the iTunes App Store.

Lead developer, Kevin Pazirandeh, describes the motivation for making a card dealing app. "With

Ski Jump, we wanted to see if we could make a compelling side-scrolling game that relied solely on

the iPhone's tilt sensors. With the help of a global ranking system, we were able to create serious

competition among our users, and I'm confident that we elicited some of the most impressive tilt

skills on the planet. With Card Dealer, we wanted to make something just as competitive, but this

time rewarding mastery of the touch screen."

Card Dealer challenges users in two game modes: Time Attack and Moving Target. In time attack,

you're given a deck of cards on one end of the screen and a couple of circular targets on the other

end. The current target is highlighted to inform you where your next card should go. You simply

swipe your finger over your deck, which sends it sliding across the screen until the realistic

simulation of the friction of a playing card on felt brings it to a stop. If you manage to land the card

inside the current target, you score points and are directed to the next target. For beginners, you

start with five cards, but as you get faster, more consistent, and more accurate with your dealing,

you unlock greater difficulties. Your score from each round is automatically uploaded to a global

ranking, so you can see where you stand amongst all the other card dealers worldwide. Users

compete against both daily and all-time rankings.

Once you've mastered time attack mode, you can try your hand at the second game mode, Moving

Target. Instead of alternating cards between multiple targets, now you have to hit the target on the

move, adjusting your speed and angle by where you think the target will be by the time your card

comes to a stop. As with time attack mode, you boost your score by stringing together multiple

successes. The faster you can do this, the higher your score, which is uploaded to its own global

ranking at the end of each round.

Card Dealer appears to be the first card dealing game on the App Store, but if it experiences the

same level of success as Ski Jump, it may not be the last.

When asked whether he thinks Card Dealer will be as big a hit, Kevin responded, "Well, personally, I

think the game is more intense than ski jump, and obviously we learned a lot from our first effort

which allowed us to make Card Dealer a better piece of software. Regarding how it fares on the app

store, I really can't say, but we'll take whatever card we're dealt."

Card Dealer offers:

- Two game modes: Time Attack and Moving Target

- Four difficulty levels for each mode: Easy, Medium, Hard, and Expert



- Engaging scoring based on Speed, Accuracy, and Consistency

- Smooth, Crisp OpenGL graphics

- Global High Score Ranking

Pricing & Availability

Card Dealer is free and includes 3 levels with the option of buying advanced levels directly in the

app. Card Dealer is available on the iPhone App Store at: http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/

MZStore.woa/wa/viewSoftware?id=350245713&mt=8

Additional Information

For additional information about Card Dealer, including screenshots, demo videos, and more,

please visit: http://www.renderpazstudios.com/app/card-dealer. This press release is available at:

http://www.renderpazstudios.com/press/card-dealer
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